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Wilfred is a very fun dragon, but he doesn't like baths. As he gets bigger and bigger and

BIGGER, this becomes a problem. Nobody can make him take one! Mom and Dad say when

things get too big for them, they pray! This book is a fun adventure in prayer that shows how

God doesn't always answer prayers the way we think he will.

About the AuthorAnn Ingalls is a writer of both adult and children's books, including The Little

Piano Girl: The Story of Mary Lou Williams, Jazz Legend. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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Nathaniel Pruitt, “Great Conversation Starter!. Simple, delightful, and engaging. This little book

holds a lot of space for deep truth and exploration of what happens when our prayers aren't

answered exactly how we wanted. I was thrilled to share it with my kids and have

recommended it many times with other families already praising it highly! With a seminary

degree and years of ministry under my belt, I find that some books for children on matters of

faith can be so intentionally limited that it stunts children's natural ability to want to explore.

While what is covered in this book is simple it is profound. It leaves open space for deepening

understanding. Exactly what any of us teaching children about our relationship with God would

desire!”

Little Shoots Deep Roots (Christie Thomas), “Delightful!. My boys (age 7-12) love this book! I'm

in awe of how well the author wove the storyline and the prayer point together in such a

delightful, non-preachy way. It's really going to resonate with kids (and adults) because (a) who

hasn't wanted an adorable pet and a climbing wall in their room and (b) who hasn't wondered if

God really answers prayer? The illustrations are stunning as well - the dragon has such

personality and the attention to detail draws kids in. My sons now are begging for a climbing

wall in their bedroom .”

Artekus, “Creative & Powerful book on prayer!. My boys 7, 5, and 3 absolutely love this book!

After I read it to them the first time they immediately asked me to read it to them again. I love

how this book takes a difficult concept for even adults to understand (what do we do when

prayers go unanswered), and in a fun and engaging way teaches kids (and adults) that God

always answers our prayers, even if it comes in the way we least expect it. The illustrations are

always beautiful!  This is one I will also be giving as a gift.”



Doc Ramirez, “This book is amazing! Every Christian parent should have this in their

collection.. This has been such an amazing addition to our family library. I backed the

Kickstarter campaign for this book and can unequivocally say that it's been one of the best

decisions I've made in the past few months. My son loves this book so much that he's asked

me to read it to him every night for the past six weeks. Not only does he love this book, but I

also love reading it to him. The book has become one of our family favorites; we even

recommended our local library add it to their collection. I can't recommend enough that you

purchase this book for yourself too.”

Katie Beth Putt, “Relatable story for difficult concepts. This book is marvelous! It is a story of a

boy that has a pet dragon - that doesn't like taking a bath. We watch as the boy tries different

solutions on his own, and then he turns to God through prayer. Children learn along with the

boy that answers to prayers are not always what we expect, but that God is still answering the

prayers.The illustrations are beautiful and humorous, adding a fun touch to the story. This is a

great story to help your children understand prayer, and to see what it looks like when we wait

for God to answer our prayers.”

Steph, “Adorable + Great Message. This is a beautifully illustrated story of a boy who is caring

for a pet dragon. The dragon doesn't enjoy baths so when he gets too big and strong to resist,

the stinky dragon has to stay outside making the boy sad. The family prays to God who

answers in a way the boy didn't expect, just as He often does. This is a great story to begin

teaching children how God works in His own way - sometimes guiding us to the answer instead

of doing things for us. Highly recommended!”

Lynn P, “A delightful read. This book was just delightful to read. The pictures are lovely and

illustrate the text wonderfully. The story revolves around trying to solve a problem that is too big

for us and teaches that it is always good for us to pray to ask for God's help. It is imaginative

and handle the tough question of how God sometimes answers in ways we do not expect.”

Dana Wright, “prayers.. I loved the pictures and I cannot wait to read it to my granddaughter

who is almost two years old. I will buy the actual book because she loves books. He prays for a

way to keep the dragon in his bedroom.”

The.Aderonke.Anomalous, “Great book. I have nothing bad to say about this book. I didn't

know what to expect about a children's Christian book on prayer but I was pleasantly surprised.

It wasn't too preachy and it wasn't boring. It teaches that God answers but not always in the

way he expect. I love the lesson even for adults. Sometimes God's answer to out prayers is

right under out noses. I think kids will relate to the story so much and adults will love reading it

over and over again.”

Mrs H, “Gorgeous book with a great message. This book is gorgeous: the lovely story and the

super illustrations.The message is lovely too .... what we dream/wish/pray for doesn't always

come immediately and isn't always as we expect ..... but we shouldn't ever give up dreaming/

wishing/praying.”

Gowri Adhikari, “Very pretty art work. I love the book. Art work is amazing. Story is simple and

good for toddlers. For little kids the paper back book is not suitable.”



The book by C. E. White has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 86 people have provided feedback.
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